The NAB is a comprehensive instrument that offers the combined strengths of both a flexible and fixed neuropsychological battery. Since all 33 individual tests are conormed, you can spend more time on treatment and less on interpretation.

Tired of using multiple tests that aren’t conormed?

Learn more at parinc.com/NAB
Give yourself the advantage of the NAB

A flexible yet comprehensive neuropsychological battery

The NAB was designed to be used in a variety of situations including outpatient examination, research studies, forensic examinations, and many other clinical and research applications. The NAB is also flexible when it comes to purchasing. You can buy the entire battery, any of the six modules, and certain tests can be purchased individually. The NAB lets you decide exactly what to purchase.

NAB modules target a breadth of constructs

Focus on a particular aspect of cognitive skills

The full NAB kit features six modules (five domain-specific plus a screening module), giving you flexibility in administering only what you choose. Plus, each of the modules takes less than an hour to administer.

**NAB Screening Module**

45 minutes | Module kit: $1,050

This module streamlines the assessment process by providing scores that quickly let you know whether further assessment should be conducted. It also helps generate initial hypotheses regarding differential diagnosis and treatment recommendations.

**NAB Attention Module**

45 minutes | Module kit: $649

This module provides a marker of an individual’s attentional capacity, working memory, psychomotor speed, selective attention, divided attention, and information processing speed.

**NAB Language Module**

35 minutes | Module kit: $637

This module provides a marker of the severity of aphasia and related disorders of language production, comprehension, and word-finding.

**NAB Memory Module**

45 minutes | Module kit: $704

This module provides a marker of an individual’s verbal explicit learning, visual explicit learning, verbal delayed free recall, visual delayed recognition memory, and verbal explicit learning and recognition of information likely to be encountered in day-to-day living.

**NAB Executive Functions Module**

30 minutes | Module kit: $490

This module provides a marker of planning, engaging with others effectively, problem solving, successfully interacting with the environment to ensure one’s needs are met, judgment, conceptualization, cognitive response set, mental flexibility, verbal fluency, and generativity.
Select NAB tests can be purchased separately

Choose the specific instrument you need

Retaining all the features that make the NAB an achievement in neuropsychological testing, each test features detailed record forms to guide you through administration; equivalent, parallel forms that reduce the likelihood of practice effects; quick administration and scoring; and an updated Professional Manual that focuses on that particular test.

**NAB® Auditory Comprehension Test™**
10–15 minutes | Test kit: $224

From the Language Module, the NAB Auditory Comprehension Test was designed to be a comprehensive assessment of auditory comprehension.

**NAB® Design Construction Test™**
15 minutes | Test kit: $298

From the Spatial Module, the NAB Design Construction Test is a brief timed performance test consisting of eight items, each representing an assembly task.

**NAB® Categories Test™**
10–15 minutes | Test kit: $177

From the Executive Functions Module, the NAB Categories Test is a classification and categorization task designed to evaluate concept formation, cognitive response set, mental flexibility, and generativity.

**NAB® Digits Forward/Digits Backward Test™**
10–15 minutes | Test kit: $149

From the Attention Module, the NAB Digits Forward/Digits Backward Test offers a simple and brief assessment of attention for orally presented information, as well as working memory.

**NAB® Mazes Test™**
20–25 minutes | Test kit: $250

From the Executive Functions Module, the NAB Mazes Test was designed to avoid both floor and ceiling effects found in existing maze tests.

**NAB® Orientation Test™**
10 minutes | Test kit: $101

From the Attention Module, the NAB Orientation Test was designed as a measure of orientation to self, time, place, and situation.

**NAB® Naming Test™**
10–15 minutes | Test kit: $312

From the Language Module, the NAB Naming Test is designed to assist in the identification of individuals with deficits in visual confrontation naming skills, most commonly found in patients with aphasia.

**NAB® Visual Discrimination Test™**
10–15 minutes | Test kit: $290

From the Spatial Module, the NAB Visual Discrimination Test was developed to assist in the determination of deficits in visuoperceptual and visuospatial skills.

**NAB® Numbers & Letters Test™**
15–20 minutes | Test kit: $271

From the Attention Module, the NAB Numbers & Letters Test was designed to identify deficits in attention and inhibition.

**NAB® Writing Test™**
5 minutes | Test kit: $177

From the Language Module, the NAB Writing Test represents a measure of narrative writing skills and may assist in the identification of dysgraphia/agraphia.
FLYS-5490-KT NAB Complete Kit ................................................................. $4,877 VALUE  $2,336
FLYS-5501-KT NAB Form 1 Kit ................................................................. $2,882 VALUE  $1,167
FLYS-11300-KT NAB Form 1 Reorder Set .................................................. $613
FLYS-11301-KT NAB Form 2 Reorder Set .................................................. $613

Screening Module
FLYS-5500-KT NAB Screening Module Kit (12 tests) .................................. $1,522 VALUE  $1,050
FLYS-5092-TM Form 1 Screening Module Stimulus Book ............................. $182
FLYS-5104-RF Form 1 Screening Module Record Forms (pkg/25) ................. $130
FLYS-5106-RF Form 1 Screening Module Response Booklets (pkg/25) .......... $73
FLYS-5125-SK Form 1 Screening Scoring Templates ...................................... $18
FLYS-5093-TC Form 2 Screening Module Stimulus Book ............................. $182
FLYS-5105-RF Form 2 Screening Module Record Forms (pkg/25) ................. $130
FLYS-5107-RF Form 2 Screening Module Response Booklets (pkg/25) .......... $73
FLYS-5126-SK Form 2 Screening Scoring Templates ...................................... $18
FLYS-5171-EQ NAB Manipulatives (set of 2) .............................................. $45

Attention Module
FLYS-5583-KT NAB Attention Module Kit .................................................. $827 VALUE  $649
FLYS-5094-TM Form 1 Attention Module Stimulus Book ............................... $182
FLYS-5110-RF Form 1 Attention Module Record Forms (pkg/25) ................. $73
FLYS-5114-RF Form 1 Attention Module Response Booklets (pkg/25) .......... $73
FLYS-5095-TC Form 2 Attention Module Stimulus Book ............................. $182
FLYS-5109-RF Form 2 Attention Module Record Forms (pkg/25) ................. $73
FLYS-5111-RF Form 2 Attention Module Response Booklets (pkg/25) .......... $73
FLYS-5128-SK Form 2 Attention Scoring Templates ...................................... $22

Language Module
FLYS-6584-KT NAB Language Module Kit .................................................. $811 VALUE  $637
FLYS-5096-TC Form 1 Language Module Stimulus Book ............................... $182
FLYS-5112-RF Form 1 Language Module Record Forms (pkg/25) ................. $73
FLYS-5114-RF Form 1 Language Module Response Booklets (pkg/25) .......... $73
FLYS-5097-TC Form 2 Language Module Stimulus Book ............................. $182
FLYS-5113-RF Form 2 Language Module Record Forms (pkg/25) ................. $73
FLYS-5115-RF Form 2 Language Module Response Booklets (pkg/25) .......... $73
FLYS-6483-CP NAB Language Module-SP-CD-ROM ..................................... $59

Memory Module
FLYS-6480-KT NAB Memory Module Combination Kit Forms 1 and 2 ............... $910 VALUE  $704
FLYS-6481-KT NAB Memory Module Form 1 Kit .......................................... $572 VALUE  $414
FLYS-6482-TM NAB Memory Module Professional Manual .......................... $92
FLYS-5098-TC Form 1 Memory Module Stimulus Book ................................ $251
FLYS-5116-RF Form 1 Memory Module Record Forms (pkg/25) ..................... $87
FLYS-5099-TC Form 2 Memory Module Stimulus Book ................................ $251
FLYS-5117-RF Form 2 Memory Module Record Forms (pkg/25) ..................... $87
FLYS-5115-RF Form 2 Memory Module Response Booklets (pkg/25) .......... $73
FLYS-6483-CP NAB Memory Module-SP-CD-ROM ..................................... $59

Spatial Module
FLYS-5586-KT NAB Spatial Module Kit ...................................................... $715 VALUE  $551
FLYS-5100-TC Form 1 Spatial Module Stimulus Book ................................... $177
FLYS-5118-RF Form 1 Spatial Module Record Forms (pkg/25) ....................... $73
FLYS-4973-EQ Form 1 Spatial Map ............................................................. $22
FLYS-5101-TC Form 2 Spatial Module Stimulus Book ................................... $177
FLYS-5119-RF Form 2 Spatial Module Record Forms (pkg/25) ....................... $73
FLYS-4974-EQ Form 2 Spatial Map ............................................................. $22
FLYS-5171-EQ NAB Manipulatives (set of 2) .............................................. $45

Executive Functions Module
FLYS-5587-KT NAB Executive Functions Module Kit .................................. $625 VALUE  $490
FLYS-5102-TC Form 1 Executive Functions Module Stimulus Book ............... $108
FLYS-5120-RF Form 1 Executive Functions Module Record Forms (pkg/25) .... $73
FLYS-5122-RF Form 1 Executive Functions Module Response Booklets (pkg/25) ..... $73
FLYS-5103-TC Form 2 Executive Functions Module Stimulus Book ............... $108
FLYS-5121-RF Form 2 Executive Functions Module Record Forms (pkg/25) .... $73
FLYS-5123-RF Form 2 Executive Functions Module Response Booklets (pkg/25) .... $73

Daily Living tests
The NAB Daily Living test gathers the daily living tasks from each of the five NAB modules and combines them into one easy-to-use package.
FLYS-11097-ST NAB Daily Living Form 1 Set ............................................ $182 VALUE  $165
FLYS-11102-ST NAB Daily Living Form 2 Set ............................................ $182 VALUE  $165
FLYS-11098-TC Daily Living Form 1 Stimulus Book .................................... $84
FLYS-11103-TC Daily Living Form 2 Stimulus Book .................................... $84
FLYS-11101-EG Daily Living Form 1 Map ................................................. $5
FLYS-11106-EG Daily Living Form 2 Map ................................................. $5
FLYS-11099-RE Daily Living Form 1 Record Forms (pkg/25) ....................... $49
FLYS-11104-RF Daily Living Form 2 Record Forms (pkg/25) ....................... $49
FLYS-11100-RF Daily Living Form 1 Response Booklets (pkg/25) ............... $49
FLYS-11105-RF Daily Living Form 2 Response Booklets (pkg/25) ............... $49

Individual NAB tests
Formerly available only as part of the full NAB, select tests can be purchased separately, so you can choose the specific instrument you need.
FLYS-6715-KT NAB Auditory Comprehension Test Combination Kit–Forms 1 and 2 .... $240 VALUE  $224
FLYS-6572-KT NAB Categories Test Combination Kit–Forms 1 and 2 ............... $108 VALUE  $100
FLYS-6642-KT NAB Design Construction Test Combination Kit–Forms 1 and 2 .... $240 VALUE  $208
FLYS-6693-KT NAB Digits Forward/Digits Backward Test Combination Kit–Forms 1 and 2 .... $164 VALUE  $149
FLYS-6566-KT NAB Mazes Test Combination Kit–Forms 1 and 2 ............... $278 VALUE  $250
FLYS-6429-KT NAB Naming Test Combination Kit–Forms 1 and 2 ............... $348 VALUE  $312
FLYS-6676-KT NAB Numbers & Letters Test Combination Kit–Forms 1 and 2 .... $206 VALUE  $210
FLYS-6749-KT NAB Orientation Test Kit Combination Kit–Forms 1 and 2 .... $100 VALUE  $100
FLYS-6628-KT NAB Visual Discrimination Test Combination Kit–Forms 1 and 2 .... $320 VALUE  $290
FLYS-6701-KT NAB Writing Test Combination Kit–Forms 1 and 2 ............... $198 VALUE  $177

Manuals, books, and equipment
FLYS-5088-TM NAB Administration, Scoring, and Interpretation Manual ........... $125
FLYS-5089-TM NAB Psychometric and Technical Manual ........................... $125
FLYS-5091-TM NAB Demographically Corrected Norms Manual ................... $204
FLYS-5090-TM NAB U.S. Census-Matched Norms Manual ......................... $125
FLYS-5127-EQ NAB Custom Carrying Case ............................................. $49
FLYS-5429-VM NAB Video Training Program—DVD .............................. $204
FLYS-5430-VM NAB Screening Video Training Program—DVD ................. $32

Forms and booklets
FLYS-5124-PF NAB Score Summary/Profile Forms (pkg/50) ......................... $73

Software
FLYS-6117-CP NAB-SP–CD-ROM ............................................................... $99

Note: If you are purchasing a NAB module kit—with the exception of the Screening Module—or NAB Daily Living tests, we strongly recommend that you also purchase the NAB Administration, Scoring, and Interpretation Manual (item FLYS-5088-TM) and the NAB Demographically Corrected Norms Manual (item FLYS-5091-TM). All complete and module kits include the NAB Video Training Program DVD and the NAB-SP.

Qual C: NAB Complete Kit; NAB Form 1 Kit; Kits and components of Attention, Memory, Spatial, and Executive Function Modules; Score Summary/Profile Forms; NAB Video Training Program; and NAB Daily Living tests.
Qual B: NAB Screening Kit, 4 NAB Manuals, Screening Module Kit and components, NAB-SP, and NAB Screening Video Training Program.
Qual B or S: NAB Language Module Kit and components.

Note: Prices subject to change.